
This year’s IAAPA Expo
had plenty to offer in
terms of networking,

continued education and
business strategies, but for
many attendees from the
amusement industry, it’s the
product that keeps them
coming back. This catalog
showcases a broad selection
of the latest games that
brightened up the show floor,
and was compiled using
manufacturer responses
gathered before the show
opened. 

Adrenaline 
www.aagames.com 
450-824-1671

Rabbids Ticket Fiesta 
Ticket Redmption

For four play-
ers, this piece
utilizes the pop-
ular Rabbids
franchise for
easy recogni-
tion. Players use
its simple con-

trols to try
and maxi-
mize their
own ticket
gains, and

the multiplayer
aspect can be fun for a whole
group.

Shipping: NOW 

Rabbids Hollywood
Video Shooting Gallery

This game from Adrenaline
Amusements features a
humongous monitor that lets
up to four players blast away

at a variety of scenes and like
the previous game, again cap-
italizes on the popular
Rabbids franchise as a draw.
The traditional shooting
gallery gameplay should keep
players entertained and com-
ing back.

Shipping: NOW 

Spinner Frenzy
Ticket Redemption

Toss a fidget spinner into your
arcade and see what hap-

pens! That’s the
idea behind
Adrenaline’s
latest, skill-
based ticket
redemption
game. Shaped

like a mas-
sive fid-
get spin-
ner (the

toy of
2017!), this
game chal-
lenges play-
ers to pre-

cisely spin a miniature ver-
sion in the center of the cabi-
net. Players try to land each
spin on the most tickets,
making repeat play reward-
ing. 

Shipping: NOW

Andamiro U.S.A
www.andamiro.com 
310-767-5800 

Baseball Pro Jr.
Pitch-and-Bat Game

Andamiro unveils this scaled-
down version of last year’s

Baseball Pro
pitch-and-bat
arcade game.
Juniormea-
sures 33.8”
W x 70.8” D
x 89.3” H,
reducing
the foot-
print by
nearly 40

percent over its predecessor.
The gameplay is still the
same, with players trying to
line up homeruns hit after hit. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Despicable Me Jelly Lab
Ticket Redemption 

Andamiro’s new ticket game
utilizes the ultra-popular
Despicable Me franshise and
its adorable Minions to give
players a fun way to win tick-
ets. Two player stations are
built into the game, upping
throughput and making for
fun, competitive play. 

Players
try to time
their coin
drops per-
fectly to
have them
land on dif-
ferent point
values on
the game’s
two con-
veyor belts.
The better

the shot, the more tickets
won. Players can also collect
up to seven cards to win a
super bonus jackpot of tickets.
The game is operable with
quarters/tokens or with a card
swipe thanks to its self-con-
tained coin recycler. 

Shipping: Q1 2018 

SpongeBob Soccer Stars
Ticket Redemption

Andamiro combines the
world’s most popular sport
with one of the most iconic
cartoon characters
of all time in the
company’s new
SpongeBob
Soccer Stars.
Players launch a
soccer ball with a
lever-driven
mechanism, look-
ing to score on
Squidward (the
dour character
serves as the
game’s goal-
keeper.) Good aim
and scored goals are reward-
ed with extra tickets. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

NFLPA Super Star
Football Coins 
Crane/Coin Pusher

Andamiro worked alongside
the National
Football
League
Players
Association
to authorize
this ticket
redemption
game that’s
embla-
zoned with
the likeness
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of the most recognizable NFL
players and every pro team.
Players must use their crane
skills and impeccable timing to
maximize the collectible coins
and tickets they can win. The
game features 60 NFL player
souvenir coins. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Tight Rope 
Ticket
Redemption 

HD graphics
and a tall moni-
tor put the
player in the
action in Tight
Rope.
Players
must skill-
fully emu-
late the art
of riding a unicycle
on a highwire, all while avoid-
ing obstacles across three
stages. The game is meant
for any age, and seeks to test
gamers reaction times and
persistence. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Apple Industries
faceplacephoto.com
516-619-8000

Face Place Scene
Machine 2
Photo Booth

Apple Industries says this
photo
booth
will be
an FEC
favorite,
just like
the first
iteration.
The
booth’s
makeover includes a
new illuminated exterior
meant to replicate Face Place
Photo Studio Deluxe.
Operators of the original
Scene Machine will find all the
same features, including new
ones such as product fulfill-
ment, licensed content and

internal walls and a motion
floor platform allow operators
to customize the pathways
inside for a constant update to
gameplay. 
The player, wearing a VR

headset and backpack,  can
freely move around the unit
and interact with physical
objects and walls that aug-
ment the VR world they expe-
rience. The company’s first,
interactive VR game is Mayan
Adventure, which takes the
player on a trip through a
Mayan ruin to find the ultimate
treasure. The firm promises
new games will be available
to upgrade your WePlay
attraction and keep it fresh.

Shipping: TBA

Barron Games 
www.barrongames.com
716-866-0054

Tap That Four-Player
Multiplayer Reflex Game

This speedy game combines
two of Barron Games’ most
popular titles, QuadAir and
Catch the Light Combo, into a
ultra-competitive four player.
Players try to quickly react to
the array of buttons in front of
them, smashing them in quick
succession to win the game.
High score battles and friendly
competition are sure to ensue. 

Shipping: February 2018 

Bay Tek Games
www.baytekgames.com
920-822-3951

Perfection 
Ticket Redemption

Bay Tek’s latest taps into a
Hasbro-licensed game

focused on family
fun and fast-
moving
action.
Perfection,
the name
of the
game,
challenges
players to
match
shapes,

smash buttons and compete
for high scores and ticket
prizes. Players have a set
amount of time to match the
shape in the center screen.
Once they find the match,
they push the large bubble
buttons that correspond.
The game’s diminishing

jackpot will drive excitement
and encourage friendly com-
petition, including the option to
beat your best time. The virtu-
al game board also changes
with each game so memoriz-
ing patterns isn’t an option. 

Shipping: Early Jan. 2018

Scooby-Doo
Ticket Redemption, Wheel Game

Bay Tek gets the
whole crime-solv-
ing gang together
with its new ani-
mated wheel
game, licensed
by Warner
Brothers
Enter -
tain ment.
Players step
up, pull the
handle and watch
the side rails light up as the
wheel spins toward their ticket
prize. Where it stops deter-
mines how many tickets are
rewarded. The company says
both kids and adults will
delight in the beloved charac-

iaapa showcase
Share in Time Square. (See
next feature for more on that!) 

Shipping: January 2018

Share In Times Square
Photo Booth Feature

This automatic, free update
will download to all Face
Place Smile 2.0 network
enrolled photo booths, and
offer customers a big new
way to share their photos: in
Times Square! Users can pay
an additional fee to have their
photo pop up along a caption
on a video billboard in the
iconic New York City hub.
Along with the 15 seconds of
fame, users will get an email
showing the billboard with
their image on it. 

Shipping: free download
mid-January 2018.

Bandai Namco
bandainamco-am.com
847-264-5610

WePlay VR
VR Experience

The WePlay VR attraction is a
glass-walled expandable play
area that takes you strolling
through a virtual world using a
surprisingly small footprint (14’
x 12’). The cabinet exterior
features detachable printed
boards on the lower half that
depict an overgrown temple,
matching the VR experience
inside, and windows on the
upper half for safety and visi-
bility. A series of modular
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ters that come to life on the
bright screen. Watch and lis-
ten to the whole gang to get
the full experience of this
beloved classic.

Shipping: NOW

Benchmark Games
benchmarkgames.com
561-588-5200

Fireball
Ticket Redemption

Players have to quickly and
skillfully drop
their ball to
earn the
biggest ticket
reward in
Bench mark’s
new Fireball.
The game
includes
neon graph-
ics,
RGB/black
light effects,
quality ticket

dispensers and easy to learn
gameplay. 

Shipping: Q1 2018 

Gold 
Prize Merchandiser

Benchmark
touts this
new game
as perfect
for route or
FEC! The
game has
zero auto
percentag-
ing and is
meant to be
100 percent
skill. Players try
to drop four balls into G, O, L
and D slots to spell out the
name of the game. Five major
prize spindles, a double lock-
ing prize chute and a side
door for easy reloading are
features the firm included with
the operator in mind. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Grid 
Ticket Redemption

Players navigate their ball
down four
layers of
moving
plates, skill-
fully aiming it
for the maxi-
mum ticket
value. The
game fea-
tures manual
controls that
give players
a tangible
feeling of
affecting the play. Benchmark
claims the game is 100 per-
cent skill oriented, and says
every game is unique as the
ball is a constantly changing
variable. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Total Eclipse
Ticket Redemption

Players try
to eclipse
the sun by
sending
pucks
twisting
and turn-
ing along
a brightly
lit path-
way. If they
time it right, the
puck will land on a spinning
wheel with sun and star tar-
gets, resulting in tickets. If
they can cover the targets,
they get a bonus round and
launch a ball at the center
console for more tickets. 
Up to four players can

compete simultaneously,
making it a great group draw. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Treasure Tree
Prize Merchandiser

This winner-every-time prize
merchandiser is as intuitive as
they come. Simply shake the
faux-tree that “grows” out of
the game to win your prize.
Players must press the
game’s two buttons as quickly

as they can to
try and shake
the tree hard.
If they fill the
power meter,
they choose
to shake the
tree again for
a upper level
prize or con-
tinue gathering
the lower value prizes. The
game dispenses 2” egg cap-
sules and bounce balls. A
large capacity prize hopper
holds nearly 1,600 balls and
1,000 eggs. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Coast to Coast 
coastentertainment.com 
732-238-0096

Prize Cube 
(Jumbo, 20”, 24”) 
Toy/Ticket Crane

C2C’s newest take on the
crane concept has a bright
blue, blocky look and can be
filled with the most exciting
prizes. The Prize Cube family
of cranes comes in a variety
of sizes, with all sorts of fea-
tures. The game can accom-
modate one player or two,
depending on the version. 

Shipping: January 2018

Lollipop Lane
Candy Vendor

This winner-every-time lollipop
game lets players spin a can-
died wheel and win up to 10
lollipops at a time! The game’s
bright cabinet and promise of
sweets will surely bring a few

curious kid-
dos along.
All-metal
construction,
an easy-to-
use interface
and more
complete the
package. 

Shipping:
NOW

Fun Zone 24: and 48”
Cranes

C2C brings the latest in its line
of successful toy cranes with
Fun Zone. These cranes take
“Notice me!” to the next level
with full LED fronts and easy
to see product displays. The
crane comes in both 24” and
48” meaning the right fit can
be found anywhere. Solid
construction combined with
their eye-catching look is a
recipe for success. 

Shipping: January 2018

Rage In The Cage
Basketball

C2C’s latest take on the bas-
ketball game genre features
nostalgic, ’90s-
esque street art
combined with
solid construc-
tion and easy
to understand
gameplay. A
chain net
keeps true to
the game’s
look, and
players may
feel like
they’re in the paint on an
asphalt court while they play. 

Shipping: NOW

iaapa showcase
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Ticket Zone
RFID
Crane

C2C updates
their popular
Ticket Zone
crane with
RFID payment
technology. 

Shipping:
January 2018

Coastal
Amusements
coastalamusements.com
732-905-6662

Ring Toss
Ticket Redemption

Coastal’s latest entry in the
carnival theme challenges
players to the classic game of
Ring Toss. If they can land
rings around an array of bot-
tles on the playfield, they win
tickets. The game features 46
molded bottles, each lit with
RGB LED lights for a bright,
colorful playfield. In addition to
that, the game is modernized
with a 32” LCD to add to the
appeal and excitement.
Multiple machines can be
connected by an optional
bonus sign. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

3 Ring Circus 
Ticket Redemption

Coastal unveils this ultra-
bright carnival game which
accommodates three players
at a time. Each player gets to
spin his own reel, earning tick-
ets on their color-coded side.

Each reel is branded with a
unique animal as well. The
game has a progressive
bonus multiplier, a mystery
bonus, hundreds of LEDs and
more. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Qubes
Video Ticket Redemption

Coastal’s newest addition to
the firm’s 65” video redemp-
tion lineup increases the total
titles in their modular game
system to six. Qubes, the
newest addition, is a licensed
mobile game from Ketchapp
with a huge following. Coastal
adapted it for coin-op with
family-friendly, one-button
gameplay. Players tap the

button to change
the direction of a
ball rolling down
a playfield of
cubes, dodging
obstacles, col-
lecting coins
and powerups
while trying to

make it to
the
end. 
The

game is
avail-
able

as a stand-
alone cabinet or as a conver-
sion kit for other games in
Coastal’s modular system. 

Shipping: NOW

Digital Centre
www.digital-centre.com
305-387-5005

The Grand Palace:
Photo Booth & Redemption Game

The Grand Palace is DC’s
biggest booth ever, and it’s full
of innovative features meant
to differentiate it from other
machines. The novel
“PhotoGame” combines a tra-
ditional photo booth with a
massive 120” LED video wall,
and allows players to use the
photos they take in quick, fun
games where they can win
free reprints, tickets and more. 
The player takes four pho-

tos at the beginning of the
game and with these pics,
participates as the main pro-
tagonist of the different
games. The player’s goal will
be to get the highest score to
make it into the “Top 10” and
get many tickets redeemable
for prizes as well as get a final
printed 6x8” big photo inte-
grated into a collage with the
image of the game. The play-
ers will see their photos dis-
played on the giant video wall
with their score and ranking,
plus special prize if they make
it into the Top10.
The game has a separate

pedestal with controls and the
massive LED wall displaying
the player’s photos and the
game. 3D graphics should
grab the attention of passers-
by from as far as 200 feet
away, says D.C.)

Shipping: March 2018

Elaut
www.elautusa.com
732-494-4900

Cosmic XL 
Jumbo Crane

This deluxe
crane has a
twist: Players
play for the
prize they
want but also
get the chance
to win tickets.
If they don’t win
their prize, they spin a
wheel in the back of the game
for the chance to win up to
100 tickets. The four-sided
glass cabinet gives users
easy sight into the stack of
prizes, while LED glowing
edges brighten the toys up. 

Shipping: January 2018

Flintstones Quarry Quest 
Coin Pusher

This 6-player skill ticket
redemption game challenges
users to the traditional coin-
pushing con-
cept with a
few new
twists and a
beloved
license.
Players have
total control
of the
game’s many
features, with
challenging
gameplay and
rewarding results a focus. 

Shipping: Spring 2018

Willy Wonka
(2 & 6 player)
Coin Pusher

Elaut’s Willy
Wonka game
gets an update
and a few new
options.
Operators can now
choose to purchase the avail-
able-now smaller version
designed for two players
(above), or go for the larger,
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deluxe
version for
six (at left).
Play action
is the
same:
users try to
win tickets,
collectable
cards and
ultimately,

the golden tick-
et. The better they do, the
more they win. There are nine
collectable cards in the game,
and an interactive display
monitor continues the enter-
tainment even when no one is
playing. 

Shipping: 2 pl. NOW;
6-pl. in Spring 2018

Family Fun
Companies
familyfuncompanies.com 
708-598-3720

At The Buzzer
Basketball 

This new hoops attraction is
designed with FECs, home

arcades and
rentals in mind.
The game fea-
tures a com-
pact break-
down, and eas-
ily fits through
a standard
size door. A
blue-and-yel-
low color
scheme as

well as bright LED lights keep
things interesting. 

Shipping: NOW

River of Riches
Ticket Redemption

This new game from FFC is
the definition of eye-catching.
A unique cabinet augmented
with multitudes of lights and
two monitors (one vertical,
one flat) challenges players to
collect gold, gems and trea-
sures in a river of riches. If the
player can collect all three

floating bottles, they
win a bonus. Four
players can play at
a time to create a
competi-
tive, fun
atmos-
phere
for the
game. 

Shipping: NOW 

ICE
www.icegame.com
716-759-0370

Hoopla
Carnival-style ticket redemption

ICE and Sega worked togeth-
er on the development

of Hoopla, a game
that reimagines
ICE’s classic
carnival series,
adding mod-
ern tech and
a unique
spin to
the tra-
ditional
“hoop”
game.

The timed ticket
game challenges players to
toss bright yellow hoops onto
an arrangement of seven
pegs to activate a bonus
round, where they will have to
react quickly and land a final
hoop onto a moving peg.
The game's eye-catching,

lowered cabinet is designed
with kids in mind and features
a rolling conveyor belt to feed
every player a constant
stream of rings to toss.
According to Sega, operators
across the world have found
success adding a skill wall to
their centers, and a carnival
game like Hoopla is an ideal
addition to challenge your
guests' skills.
ICE will build and market

the game in North America
while Sega handles the manu-
facture and sales for the rest
of the world.

Shipping: NOW

Wheel of Fortune
Spin-the-Wheel Ticket
Redemption

The game makes its FEC
debut with a flashy, six-foot
wheel full of bright LED light-
ing. The interactive game play
only asks players to spin the
wheel, with players fully in
control of how hard it spins
and the manufacturer saying it
is “100 percent” skill. 
If the player can complete

a puzzle and land on the right
spots, they can get a bonus
as well. Optional marquees
are available to link to showoff
high scores and progressive
jackpot play. 

Shipping: Feb. 1, 2018

Jennison
Entertainment
Technologies (JET) 
www.jennisongames.com
386-255-1599

Gum Drop 
Video Ticket
Redemption

Gum Drop is
JET’s new
redemption
game featur-
ing a sugary-
sweet candy
theme. The
game has a
cast of goofy
characters
that provide
quick
action,
funny
sounds and
cheerful

graphics to the game. Players
try to guide a ball into one of
nine different score channels,
with timing being key to get-
ting the most tickets. If the
player lands the ball in a
bonus space, they get into
bonus mode where they
attempt to fill up a candy jar
for even more tickets. 
The cabinet features a tall

monitor and a single button,
along with a lollipop marquee
and plenty of LED lights.

Shipping: This Month

Looney Toon’s
Rocket Wheel
Spinner Ticket Redemption

Try to help Wile E. Coyote
catch the Road Runner in this
new game. Rocket Wheel
asks players to test their
strength and speed by push-
ing down rapidly on a plunger
mechanism which in turn
rotates a large wheel. The
object is to time the rotation
correctly to win as many tick-
ets as possible. A unique
bonus feature allows for an
explosion of tickets if the play-
er can correctly match all
“bombs” on the wheel.
Players are also entertained
by a monitor continuously
playing clips from the iconic
Looney Toon’s TV show. 

Shipping: January 2018
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Jersey Jack Pinball
jerseyjackpinball.com
732-364-9900

Pirates of the Carribbean
Pinball

JJP’s Pirates of the
Caribbean pinball condenses
the best bits of the brands' five
feature films, giving fans the
chance to play as one of 22
recognizable characters.
There are three separate ver-
sions of the game: A
Collector's Edition ($12,500),
Limited Edition ($9,500) and
Standard ($8,500). The differ-
ences are numerous between
versions; the CE has barna-
cle-covered legs and siding, a
moving ship in a bottle topper,
rotating pop bumpers, extra
toys and a custom, hand-
drawn playfield art package
featuring the villainous Davy
Jones. 
Differences between the

Standard and Limited Edition
mainly focus on features and
cosmetics. The LE comes
with a headphone jack, black
legs and siding, more toys, a
topper and a 72-light
"starfield" on the back panel
(also included in the CE). 
Unique features dot the

playfield no matter what ver-
sion you buy, though. Each
table has a spinning wheel
that can be activated directly
above the main flippers, which
when lit can give you extra
points or even allow you to
plunder your opponent's points
or balls. A secondary display
showing Captain Jack's com-
pass, which in the film's shows
the direction of his heart's
desire, constantly shows the
player the best shot they can
take at that time.
Shipping: Q1 2018

LAI
www.laigames.com
469-541-0555

Virtual Rabbids:
The Big Ride
VR/Video Simulator

LAI is pushing the industry’s
boundaries with its latest inno-
vation: Virtual Rabbids: The
Big Ride. This virtual reality
motion-enhanced experience
is one of the first attempts at
an attendant-free VR attrac-
tion. LAI says it is operated
like any other coin-op game.
The game taps into Ubisoft’s
wildly popular Rabbids
license, and players get to
choose from three rides full of
twists and turns, all augment-
ed by the virtual world they
see and the physical sensa-
tion of the ride. HTC Vive
headsets are used, along with
a D-Box motion base, dynam-
ic wind simulation and more. 

Shipping: Q1 2018 

Magic Play
www.magicplay.eu

Car Mechanic
Flipper
Video Pinball Game

Magic Play turns the
pinball concept
upright, adding a
variety of video

game con-
cepts to the
traditional
game. The
player be -

comes a car mechanic and
seeks to repair used cars by
bouncing them around the
crazy pinball arena. Collect
fuel, unlock tools and pimp
your ride in this bright new
game. A 50” full HD display
stands tall, topped by an eye-
catching marquee, will have
players coming from across
the arcade to check it out. 
Shipping: Q1 2018

Drifty Chase
Driving Game

Players tune into
the game
straight after their
driver has
robbed a bank.
The police
chase you, and
you try to

shake
them with
sweet
drifting and

high-speed
gameplay. Players

test their skills and try to get
across the city as fast as pos-
sible. The game’s single but-
ton mechanics make it an
easy fit for any age group. 
Shipping: Q1 2018

Memopark
www.memopark.it

Apollo
Kiddie Ride

Kids up to 10 years old can
feel like they’re headed to

space in
Memopark’s new

Apollo
ride.
Two
seats,
safety

features
and a 19”

screen where
users can play an interactive
game augment the ride. 

Shipping: NOW

Big Machine 
Kiddie Ride

This monster truck of a kiddie
ride is great fun for kids. It

seats two young
ones, has a
wide
monitor
with a
fun and

interactive
game, LED lighting and cus-
tomizable color options. 

Shipping: NOW

Leo Train,
Jumbo Lift
Kiddie Rides

New to
Memopark’s
Easy Ride line,
Leo Train and
Jumbo Lift are
meant to fill unused
space in your loca-
tion with money
making equip-
ment. A goofy
lion emblazons
the front of the
Leo Train, while
Jumbo Lift has an
elephant character. 

Shipping: NOW

Raw Thrills 
www.rawthrills.com 
info@rawthrills.com 

Injustice
Arcade
Card-Based
Fighter

Injustice: Gods
Among Us, a
massively pop-
ular console
and PC
fighting
game that
pits DC
Comics’
most famous char-
acters against each other, has
been brought to coin-op life
via Raw Thrills. Players get to
fight as their favorite super-
hero or villain; several buttons
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and a unique card-based fea-
ture replace the traditional joy-
stick to serve as controls.
Every play rewards the player
one of 200 different cards,
which they can mix and match
to create their perfect team.
Cinematic super moves are
unlocked as the player col-
lects different card combina-
tions, encouraging repeat
play. Game includes 1,200+
card capacity and thousands
of LED lights to brighten it up.

Shipping: December or
January

Teenage
Mutant Ninja
Turtles
Four-Player
Fighting Game

The well-
loved,
arcade
classic,
Teenage
Mutant
Ninja
Turtles: Turtles in
Time, has been revived in
Raw Thrills’ completely new
four-player action/adventure
amusement game. Based on
the current hit animated series
by Nickelodeon, Raw Thrills
re-imagined the action brawler
genre with new level creation,
gameplay difficulty, pacing,
and approachability in mind.
The game’s presentation is
top notch featuring the art
style of the new TV show as
well as A-list voice talent like
Seth Green, Sean Astin,
Gilbert Gottfried and more.
The cabinet features a large
55” HD screen, illuminated
LED buttons and trim, TMNT-
emblazoned marquee, and 4
player terminals in a compact
footprint.  

Shipping: Q1 2018

X Games: Snow Boarder 
Sports Racing Simulator 

This is Raw Thrills’ latest
extreme sports amusement
title, an 8-way linkable racing
simulator that sends players
hurtling down Iceland’s icy

peaks and doing tricks off the
sandy dunes of the Sahara. X
Games Snowboarder features
impossible stunts, speed
boosts, upgradeable
snowboards and
huge multipliers for
massive scores
you can share and
compare online.
Each mod-
ern-
styled
simulator
includes a
durable,
realistic
snowboard
controller, thousands of LED
lights, and a realistic wind
generator all in a smaller foot-
print than a Superbikes 2.

Shipping: Now

Sega Arcade
www.segaarcade.us.com
847-364-9787

Hoopla
See listing under ICE.

Maze Escape
Ticket Redemption 

In this brand-new redemption
game from Sega, players

guide the ball
through the
maze by turn-
ing the super-
sized wheel
in order to
land it in one
of the seven
prize zones
and escape
with their
ticket win!
The game
could not be

easier to play,
and those that play again and
again will soon learn to bal-
ance, juggle and maneuver
the ball through the maze. But
only true maze masters will
have the skill to land the ball
in the bonus zone and come
away with the big ticket win!

Shipping: NOW 

Pirate Falls
Video Ticket
Redemption 

This is an
action-packed
pirate-themed
redemption
game. By
simply
moving
the barrel
controller
left and
right, players
must keep the pirate balanced
on the floating log while
attempting to collect the trea-
sures that fall down the water-
fall. Only the steadiest of
swashbucklers will remain dry
long enough to collect the
bonus letters to spell the word
“PIRATES” and win the super
ticket bonus! 
Pirate Falls’ bright blue,

LED lit pirate themed cabinet
with unique barrel controller
will stand out in any location,
and it’s 47-inch vertical HD
display will draw players in to
have a go at this family-friend-
ly ticket redemption game. A
vibrant 47” HD screen also
captivates players. 

Shipping: January 2018

Prize Arrow
Prize Merchandiser

Sega touts the game’s “100
percent skill” gameplay, and
says players are sure to chal-
lenge themselves while seek-
ing awesome prizes. The
game is
straightfor-
ward, ask-
ing players
to aim the
arrow and
shoot for a
prize they
want. The
game has
eight prize
shelves
that can
house a
variety of
prizes. A prize every time kit
option is also available. 

Shipping: NOW

Target Bravo:
Operation
Ghost (42”
Upright)
Sega takes
their suc-
cessful
shooter
and puts
it on two
feet.
Instead of
a theater cabi-
net, this newest version has a
smaller footprint and some
new features. A new time
attack mode will keep players
excited. 

Shipping: January 2018 

St. Louis Game
Company
www.sandbsales.com
800-773-0531 

New Linkable Changing
Color Machines
St. Louis Toy Co. has made
some of their machines link-
able and in color-changing
cabinets. These are the 25”
Duck World Crane, 25”
Carnival Crane, 25” Prize
Rocket Crane, 30” Neon
World Crane, 30” Ticket
World Crane and the 25”
Dinosaur Egg Vendor. If an
operator put five different
machines together, the com-
pany says it would only take
up about 10 feet of space,
providing a great product mix
in a small footprint. 
Shipping: NOW
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Smart Industries
www.smartind.com
515-265-9900

My Little
Pets 
Mini Crane

Smart’s
latest take
on the
mini crane
concept
looks simi-
lar to the
firm’sMy
Little
Ducks game, but instead fea-
tures a myriad of adorable
fuzzy creatures to warm your
players’ hearts. This winner
every time crane has a minis-
cule footprint and can be the
perfect filler for that awkward
space in your arcade. 

Shipping: NOW 

Ticket Time 
Ticket Crane

Debuting at IAAPA was a tick-
et dispenser option for the
Ticket Time crane. The unit is
available in a variety of sizes
and also has an RFID model.
The color-changing, LED-lit
cabinet adds to its appeal

Shipping: this month

Stern Pinball
www.sternpinball.com
708-345-7700

Guardians of the Galaxy
Pinball Machine

Stern's latest title in a run of
recent hits taps into the popu-
lar superhero film Guardians
of the Galaxy. The game fol-
lows Stern's three-tier tem-
plate with Pro, Premium and
LE models, as the pin picks
up the actions of a notorious
intergalactic band of acciden-
tal heroes based on the
American comic book of the
same name that's published
by Marvel Comics.
The new pingame features

toys, art and more from the
wild Guardians universe, and
players will get the chance to
take on threats to the galaxy
as the Guardians: Star-Lord,
Rocket Racoon, Gamora,
Drax and Groot. The game
follows the plot line of the first
Guardians film, with players
battling to stop an evil alien
from destroying the galaxy.
Each game features a

sculpted and interactive ball-
eating Groot. In addition,
Rocket keeps players on their
toes as he blasts the ball back
at high speed. The Limited
Edition and Premiummodels
also have extra magnets, cus-
tom artwork, RGB lighting,
and sculpted Groot arms that
sprawl across the playfield.
In addition to the immer-

sive theme and exciting
gameplay experience, Stern
Pinball's SPIKE-2 electronic
platform enables high-defini-
tion graphics and innovative
animations on the LCD
screen. 
Promodels start at $6,199,

Premiums will run $7,899, and
LE costs $8,999.  
Shipping: NOW

Team Play 
www.teamplayinc.com
847-952-7533

Family Guy Bowling
Bowling-Themed Video

The Griffin family is coming
back to an arcade near you
with Team Play’s new game,
Family Guy Bowling. The
game adapts the traditional

bowler concept to include the
well-loved characters from
one of the most popular ani-
mated shows out there, and
also adds in video clips from
the show. One to four players
can play at the same time,
with a local tournament fea-
ture that accommodates for
four to eight players to boot. 
The game comes with a

65” or 50” HD LCD screen, a
separate control pedestal and
a choice of deluxe or regular
marquees. Designed for all
ages, an optional adult mode
for “extreme” humor can
transform the game into a per-
fect bar piece.
Shipping: late
December/Q1 2018

Generation
2.5 Photo
Booth
Photo Booth

The next
iteration in
Team
Play’s line
of photo
booths has
a lot to
add. The
firm promis-
es “two booths in
one” with customers having
the option to take open-air,
group photos outside of the
booth and your traditional,
behind-the-curtain shots
inside. 
Team Play touts its low

media costs, upsell features
and social media integration in
their newest photo booth as
well. The shiny cabinet comes

with outer photo dispensers
and a bright, green camera
topper. (By the way, a Gen 3
Deluxe photo booth is coming
soon.)
Shipping: NOW

Grumpy
Cat
Photo
Booth
Photo Booth

This
meme-wor-
thy
machine
taps into an
internet sensa-
tion: Grumpy Cat.
This popular character
appears throughout the inter-
net and is easily recognizable
to those tuned into the net.
Users can take photos with
Grumpy Cat, create digital
stickers and emojis and easily
connect their smart phone for
a personal user interface. 
Shipping: NOW

TouchMagix Inc.,
USA
www.touchmagix.com 
415-287-4407

MagixFloor
Motion-Based Ticket Game

This kiddie skill redemption
game challenges the little
ones to stomp around the sur-
face of an asteroid as project-
ed monsters pop out from
holes. This futuristic, immer-
sive take on the classic critter-
whacking concept also comes
with eight other game titles to
choose from. 

Shipping:
NOW 
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add more excitement, players
can get free shots if they can
fill the “star meter” – once
filled, the spinning wheel is
activated to award corre-
sponding number of free
shots. The Mega Bonus can
be won by collecting a series
of four cards.

Shipping: Q1 2018

Indpendence Day 2 
Ticket Redemption 

Independence Day 2, avail-
able in deluxe (above) and 1
pl. models (below) is a fast-
action game that’s simple and
fun. Gameplay is very
straightfor-
ward with
three
stages to
complete.
Using the
controller,
aim and
launch
balls
into
moving
air-
crafts
for points.
Once succeeded, the platform
elevates in the second level
where player must hit the
mothership to advance to the
bonus level for a chance to
win the Mega Bonus.
Independence Day 2 features
both video and mechanical
gameplay. Players can gain
extra points by hitting video
targets displayed on the 42”
horizontal monitor playfield.

Shipping: Q1 2018

Night Hunter
Theater Arcade Game

A motion-based video game
from UNIS, Night Hunter is
housed in an eye-catching,
“theater” type cabinet. In this
game, you are part of a team
of hunters on a journey to
exterminate evil creatures and
monsters. Players progress
through multiple levels and
combat meanies in each
stage. Using mounted guns
and the steering wheel, play-
ers must face hordes of dark
creatures in this exciting
adventure game. One to two
can play at a time, and the
game’s bright cabinet and col-
orful art are sure to pull a
crowd. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Pin Setter
Ticket
Redemption

This is a
skill-based
game of
precision
and dexteri-
ty. The
game is
simple with
only one
goal: stand
the pin up
straight. Using a hooked rod,
player must try to hook the
rotating pin and then carefully
lift it up while the pin continues
to spin. A timer starts counting
down as soon as the game
starts. Player wins corre-
sponding tickets based on
how fast he can set the pin
up. With this game play, Pin
Setter sure looks like a must-
have for any bowling enter-
tainment centers!

Shipping: Q1 2018

Mannequin
Challenge:
Motion-Based
Ticket Game

This
skill
redemp
tion and photo vending
game combines new technolo-
gy with classic fun. Players get
the chance to act out their own
web sensation “mannequin
challenge,” striking poses to
match the game like a futuris-
tic Simon Says. During the
course of gameplay, the play-
er gets a photo taken, which
they get to bring home along
with tickets won by quickly
striking the right pose. 

Shipping: Feb. 2018 

UNIS 
universal-space.com
905-477-2823

Dizzy Lizzy
Ticket Redemption

Dizzy Lizzy is a
simple and cute
family game
where you feed
hungry baby
lizards by launch-
ing balls with pre-
cise timing. Ball
drops from the top
and the tongue
moves to push the
balls forward. The

objective is to get as many
balls as you can into the
mouth before the time runs
out. The more balls you get,
the more tickets you win. As
an added
incentive
of win-
ning, the
game
also has
a mega
bonus
feature.
The game is sold
in a single unit or as a deluxe,
three unit set, each coming
with a shiny marquee. 

Shipping: Q1 2018

Coconut Bash
Ticket Redemption

Coconut Bash is UNIS’ latest
carnival-themed game where
players throw balls to knock
down coconuts. The more
coconuts you knock down, the
more tickets you win. Hitting
certain coconuts gives extra
points. Players can also accu-
mulate points to activate the
Bonus Wheel for a chance to
win big! The 10-foot-long cabi-
net with its colorful and attrac-
tive design appeals to players
of all ages.

Shipping: Q1 2018

Golden Saloon
Pusher

Golden Saloon is a four-play-
er virtual coin-pusher with a
western tavern theme.
Players shoot coins to break
and destroy items rotating on
the tower. Destroyed items
will turn into coins or gold bars
and drop onto the pusher.
Just like a real coin-pusher,
players have the chance of
winning by pushing coins and
bonus items off the edge. To
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Wildlife Pics
Kiddie Ticket Redemption

This educational and interac-
tive game from UNIS is meant
for children and parents to
play together. It takes players
on a rafting adventure where
users snap photos of animals
in their natural habitats using
unique camera controllers. To
earn points for tickets, players
must complete fun mini tasks.
Wildlife Pics comes in two ver-
sions: it can dispense tickets
or collectible cards.

Shipping: Q1 2018

Valley-Dynamo
www.valley-dynamo.com
972-595-5300

All Star
Baseball /
Zombie
League All
Stars 
Retro
Pitch/Bat
Games

Valley-
Dynamo
is throw-

ing it back with two new ver-
sions of a classic baseball
game. All Star Baseball and
Zombie League All Stars rein-
vent the classic electro-
mechanical batting games
many may remember. The
cabinet looks like a pinball
machine, but with a single bat
flipper instead of multiple. The
game can be played by two

people at a time, with one bat-
ting and the other sending a
mixture of three pitches to the
plate. 
Several game modes are

available
to keep
players
interest-
ed, and
players
must
aim for
different
back-
field tar-

gets depending on the play
style. The main dif-
ference between
Zombie League
and All Star
Baseball is cosmet-
ic, with Zombie
League touting a horri-
fying undead theme while All
Star Baseball has a retro look. 

Shipping: Now

Valley Panther 
ZD-11/ZD-11X
Pool Table

Debuting at IAAPA 2017 is
Valley-Dynamo’s newest in a
long series of pool tables. The
Valley Panther ZD-11 (push
chute) and ZD-11X (DBA-
electronic) pool tables have a
timeless yet updated Highland
Maple laminate finish and
high-contrast black top rails
with white marker diamonds.
The ZD-11X now adds
cardreader and PayRange
capability.

Shipping: NOW
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